
 
Cryptography

Today KL l l l 2 1.4 2 2.2

Classical Task A sender Alice wants to transmit a message
to a receiver with a potential eavesdropper Eve being
quiry to it

Alice Bobcould be different entities at diff locations of
some entity at diff times file encryption

Follow the methodology
Form a realistic model of scenario adjust as needed

Precisely define the desired functionality security property

Construct and adjust a pontential system and prove
that it satisfies the properties in

1st attempt model
Sender is represented by algorithm End
takes a plain tent menage m cMemenage space
and outputs a ciphertent at Etciphertent

space

Receiver is represented by algorithm Ded
taker e and outputs in

Correctness Dec Ene rn m V m EM

Evesdropper is representedby algorithm El I
takes c and outputs a bit b 10 she doesn'tcare

she cares what the
message says

At minimum 2ve should not always be able to output the
tune message m l in reasonable time
Chayim we can't achieve this 9 within our model
Pf Let E Dec

SOLUTION i Change the model Somehow distinguish Eve from Bob

LE from Dec



IDEATE Make Dec secret TERRIBLE IDEA security by security
Kerkhoff's principal the system shouldremain secure even if

the attackerpublicknows all its algorithms
IDIAI provide Dec with a secret input called a key

generated ahead of time using randomness

2ndattempt model Symmetric keymodel ftp.menage
Sender is represented by algorithm End i
takes kthey m message and outputs c

49.4ciphertentReceiver is represented by algorithm Ded
takerk.ee and outputs m Gen
Key generator Gen outputs some k Ek µ

m Ft F m

Evegets c but met k 1
buts Vmen VKek

Deck Enck M m

What should secure mean Maybe Eveshouldnot beable to
faze always recover1output message in
min always output the real key

always tell if m is a love letter or hatemail
always tell if m is gossip about Eve

Claude Shannon seeing the ciphertext shouldgive Eve no
extra info about m beyondwhat she
knew before

Def a system Gen Inc Dec is Shannon secret if
V distribution Don M and anyfixed incM EEE A
prtm mIEncn.im I Pr m in Pic I o

m D me hEE
keGen taposteriori estimate a priori estimate
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Today Shannon perfect secrecy

onetime pad limitations
READINGS see 2 2.3 of KL
LHS mpg m Tm n Ence m I

Pr Encalm E

Pr Encultin I Am in

Pr Encncm E f
independenceof message andkey

Pr t mY Tn

Pr Encalm I
Shannon Secrecy Pr Engin E Pr Ence m I

k m k
for all Fn C supplD

Exam condition 1 1 per Encnlm ki Pr Encalm E
mk

fa ni E Suppl
a c E

so Pr Enck ni _I is the same for all ni ESupplD
This miphis Perfect Secrecy Pr Encalmol I PrEEngelmi E

k k Vmomi EM
Nomatter whatmessage sending the ciphertext has the
same distribution

Conversely Perfect secrecy Shannon secrecy

mPkr
Engen E

m
Ppr Encalm E Premm

Phr English D µ
Pr m m

Pnr Erica ni I HI
Tim Shannon Seeney condition Al Perfect secrecy



Can we achieve Shannon1Perfect secrecy YEI
Miller in 1882 defined and Vernon 119171 ptented Onetimepad
Construction U E K 30,14 l fit binarystrings

for some clerical l 31
GenC Choose k 10,111uniformly at random
Encalmi Output c m0k bitwise XOR

eg m I O O l I

c I O l O l

Decalm Output c k
Eg k O O l I 0

c ifm I l O l 1

Correctness Vk m Deck Enon mi m0 k k
m

THI The OTP is Shannon 1Perfect secret
PROOF Let'sshow HB WTS V E E E

Pr Encurn I is thesamefor all m EMhcGen

Fix any E cso 1
l ni EM go If

nfraentEnonImi E Pr Fn k Efh so2 I
uniformly

Pr k mi I I
n z lk fixed

This is the same for all in I

Cod Forany in the ciphertext c Encriml is uniformly random

over E 30 I d



BI TP

lf Alice encrypts two messages w same key k NOSECURITY
ATALL

c M k C Cz M Mr
c me k

Natural languagemakes it easy to teaseapart mi m
This misuse falls outside the modelthat Shannon contemplates
because there are 2 messages

The key k must be uniformly random as long as
the message
Q Could therebe another scheme that is Shannon secret but
with shorter keys

THI Any Shannon1Perfect secret system has a key spare
1kt 31Mt

Pf Proceedby contradiction Suppose 1kt c 1Mt
Let c besome arbitrary ciphertext thatcan arise as Encrima

ie Pur Eneamo I 0

Nextstep we identify m s't R Zncalm I 0

Define a set D IDecide the K EM
Observation IDI Elk la 1Mt

so there's some message m E M D
Then Pr1Encamp I7 0 for sure xx

0111612019
Read See3 3 I 33 I

THMIShar.no lflKlclMl the cryptosystem is not Shannon secrecy
IRecall from last time



Notice if we see i the we know the real message C D
we can list D by enumerating 1L
This tells us what the messages are possible

rules out all others

Issue lf k is humongous then it's not feasible to

list it in real

Computational approach to security
We only care about feasible attacks

we need to allow a tiny chance of attacks success
leg attacker could randomlyguess key

Template Claim No 6 attackers canget more than
a tiny advantage in attacking systemX

Principal define feasiblevery liberally
2 operations Inn 1 trillion feasible

Yes minutes on a PC

2b operations a 1 gadrallion feasible

Yes minutes on supercomputers

280 operations feasible

Yes I 2 years on supercomputers

2100 0ps

Maybe Loo 0 years on supercomputers

1 82 ops
trillion years on a super after 200years ofMorse's law



roughly 2 ops see since the big bang

It b s particles in solar system

How to define tiny chance

z 60 a prob that both Alice Bobget hit tea lightning

9 in a year
Concrete security picking actual tts

but quite cumbersome to track

Asymptotic security instead of concrete s as 228

parametrize our scheme by severity parameter n or kill
When good parties initialize system they choose an actual
value for n known to All

The good algorithms Ene Dec shouldbeefficient in n

small polynomial time
ie O N Onlogn

The attacker should be feasible possibly large
polynomial time
ie 0 nwo

but notexpentialtime
not 2h14 nor 2Th

Write polyIn to mean 01h forsome unspecifiedconstant c
The attackers tiny advantage shouldbe negligible

decays faster than any inverse polynomial
Ref a function ECM is negligible written een negUni

if evil o n c for all constants c



Equivalently ftp.elni.nc o U constant c

ZI Elm Is Not negligible

Elm negligible

KEY IMPLICATION by choosing n laye enough
we can drive the neg11M advantage to he 20

holds for any attackers with some huge kid runtime

TIPI Cryptographic Pseudorandom generators PRG
Application let us circumvent 11431Mt barrier

but still keep computational security
PRG lets us expand a smallamount oftrue randomness

into a largeamountthat is asgoodasrandom

for any partial purpose

Ref A deterministic function G LpolyTrine is a PRG if followingholds
Expansion 16191 11n n for all SE30,15

llnl is the expansion of G
Pseudorandomness1 for uniformly random s 10,15

Gts looks like a uniformly random llnl bitstring
What should looks like mean

Turing imitation game paper
Judge's advantage Pr I AI says AI

I Pr 13 Human saysAz



tf adult o then J is distinguishing A I us human
Otherwise we say A I fools the judge

Pseudorandomness Game

REAL World OR IDEALWorld
se 30,13 Y so1 l'm

1Gist
feasible distinguished

Ref G is pseudorandom if forevery randomized polytrim D
its advantage AdualDI ftp.ynLD IiGlsD I3 ytyefpHniDIN

thepositive rate falsepositiverate
neg In

Do PRGs exist lf f NP then no
tf PtNP then maybe

Existence of PRG Pt NP

0112312018
TODAY Stream Ciphers Eavesdropper security Reductions

READING 3.2 3.2 Z 3
Tweakof PRGs stream Ciphers cangenerate as many PRbits as desired
Modeled as Init NextBit
s Knit Its Next stTNB.EE

L t
y C4,1 YEloI

Gets EYsYz ye
Requirement for any llnfjpdylnl.GE shouldbe a PRG



THI Wecan build a stream cipher from any PRG
obviously theconverse direction is trivial building anPRGoutof Sc

Real World SC's are engineer
ice RC4 not so pseudorandom

Whynot use real randomness everywhere
True randomness maybe expensive to get
PRGs let us expandsmell sharedkey into a

long pseudorandom stung
Can use this to circumvent 1kt31Mt requiredbyperfectseeuey
First needtodefine security for encryption in computational setting
Recall Forperfectsecrecy every c Engelm has thescenedistribution

Relax every c Enchant has an indistinguishing distribution
Formulate this by a distinguishing game EAVgame
between the attacker A and the system

k Genk
mo mi

afWould 0 moencrypted

away y m encrypted
withthe.amgthccZncnlmb

be a guess

Adfm A E Pr Ain WI outputs 1 PILAinWOoutputs 1 I
Rmk we require Imd4mA because there's no way to encrypt a HUGE

message as shortas a small message
We have no requirement to let Eric hide thelength ofthemessage



Why A picks mo me This reflects the influence of A in the
real world

DEI An ecrypted system IT Gen EnoDec is lonetime indistinguishable

under eavesdropping attack EAV secure if every PPT
attacker A has negligible advantage in thisFAVgameagainst TI

Construct a system IT Gen Eric Dec out of a PRG G
with expansion factor Un n

Gen117 choose uniformlyrandom key k so13

Erica m where m E30,1 output c m Glk

Deen c output c Gtk

Exercise generalize to use stream cipher and allowany msglength
THM lf G is a PRG then IT described above is 2AV secure
PROOF by Reduction we will show that any ZAVattackerA

against Tl canbe transformed into an attacker D
against the PRG G and their advantages
are closely related

Set A beany PPT ZAVattacker vs IT We'llbuild Das follows
to simulate the EAVgame to A

0,9
either ycGts
or y somum emo.me h1

till
sio Isin

output AD

Adv D PEEDIN I yPI.o.JPN 1 I



Pr A in WIoutputs1 Pr A in random c world outputs111
Xbecause D isperfectly
simulating World1

Adu A I Pr1A in WI outputs 1 Pr1A in WOoutputs I I
E Pr A in WI outputs I Pr A in random cworld outputs1 I
IPr A in random eworld outputs I REAin WOoutputs 1 I

0112812019

TODAY Ehosen plaintext Attack CPA security
Pseudorandom functions PRE

A stronger securitynotion CPA game parameters hy besoH
WO or W2
leftor right

A isgiventhe security paramter II
and a hey k Gen11h is generatedt f Grepeated A can make adaptive queries t.cm made

ib A LRkb l i 7 LRkb lmomi EngMb

Eventually A makes a decision b'cto11
Important Features

Encryption of manymessages under samekey k
A chooses exactlywhich megs to encrypt

Define A s advantage
in the CPA gameagainst the system T1

Adv IAI Pr A accepts Pr A tRho accepts Inight world l left world



fake Theorem No CPAsecure encryption system exists

Proof i Let IT beanyencryption system
we'llconstruct an PPTattacker A which runs the CPAgame
with advantage 1

A choosetwoarbitrary message mo Ms with Imol4mm
Query LRieble with moMol receive cipherfront co

Query LRkbl 7 with moMD receive ciphertext as

if a co output WD otherwise output W1

BUG in the proof LR encrypts no twine co Cs
that's not true

Stream Cipher LR will keepthestate Sti until next call
and update thestate to stir

Zhen couldbe a randomized algorithm

THM No CPA secure encryption with a stateless determinist'm Zackl 7
exists

feneyptrinof
m

Positivity

martini
M

e
ls CPA too strong
No because the sameciphertext couldleak some info



Main tool for achieving CPA secure encryption PRF or block cipher

Motivation Inculm m Gtk
randomlooking fits

PRF will giveus a huge of random lookingbits
alsorandom access tothem

PRFlooks like a random function
A random function or randomlygenerated function

U i lo L I 30 I has every output
unifrimly random independent

of others
Small example Input Output

O O I L OO
oo

i i

ii e

I h I I 0 I

02 04 2019

TODAY PRFs CPA secure cryptography

Readings Section 3.5 36.1

Keyidea a small secret key will determine a huge expential
poolof random looking fits

Recall A truly random function U X74
has each UK EY uniform independentforeachXEX

Think X Y 30,15
Can think of U by its hookup table of n 2 random fits

As n grows very likely to have repeated outputs
Defer can you find some efficiently



Model for a PRF is a key function

etty F k x x y
the key k Ek determines a function X Y entirely
I Think K X Y so IT

WANT if we pick a secret key k random
then Fat should look like a random function

What should look like a random function U mean
IDEA I the booking table of FielI shouldbe indistinguishable from

the looking tableof a truly random function
Downside the lookuptable is expential while the attacker

is poly time No one can lookthrough thewhole
table

IDEA 2 Allow unlimited queries to an oracle Fr or U

PRFgameof an efficient ppt distinguishes D against keyedfenctum F

ITO either D Feel 7 for andom key k Real

or D U for truly randomfume Ideal

n D gets the security parameter In
D can makemany queries Xi receives Oki
D makes a decision

DEF A keyed function F is a PRF if everyppt distinguishes D
has negligible advantage in thePREgame
Advil ID Effer IDaccepts Pro accepts



Candidate PRF Field x k is not a PRF
D query Yo O o o

Yg OH I

ligible

test if yo Ys I I
then Adv Dl µ 2.1 I In nonny

Do PRE exists
theorem PRF exists PRG exists

PRF Candidates that experts design andtryto break
Eg DES 1976 7 K40.1356 11 4 10,1164

can fmeallkeys
AES 2001 27 K 10,1 for n 128

Lff
X Y lo I 128

appears to be PRFbecause of manyattempts to break
Now we PRF F for CPA secure encryption 1stateless

key idea each value fun for distinct x
looks like a fresh random string to attacker

but A B can compute it

For each message to encrypt choose a random X
and we Fux as pad to conceal message

because each is random noneedto remember
what we usedbefore



Assume we have a PRF f ka lo1 so1 n

Eanything keyspare reasonable

GenHn choose k K at random
Erichmelo1 choose random X so15 output ciphertent c Ix c m Fun

Deadc x c11 i output c Field deterministic

Yoruetners Easy

CPA game
keGenHn

LRk b I A

ey.jq.am ypa
decisionC30.21

Inthis case c IX FUNm
or c x UH m

02 06 2019
Birthday Paradox general formula

N possible birthdays q people

Pr tune people equal
N aloft a v

Last time IT IGen Eric Dec for a PRF Tikxso.LY030,15
Gen117 choose k K
Engelme10,13 choose random re 10,13 output

ft c m Fun
Deen r c l output c Fur

THM lf F is a PRF this IT is CPAseance
PROOF IDEA Fnc looks like random UI 7

so every Fun fudistinct r looks like a truly randommilependent pad



Formally go by reduction
Let A beany PPT attacker vs Ti in a CPAgame
GOAL Aditi A neglini
Constant Doaround A

T
oracle 1

e tanmT.se reproeyattimes

eitherfief
d CPA

Dous PRF

AnalyzeDo's advantage
REAL to Do LEFT to A
IDEAL to Do HYBRID toA

problem r mo UH is not complete random
ie what if thesame r occurstwice
we have to assume that Do is not
choosing the same r twice

because the chancesthatthis happen is small

What is R Do choosesome r valuesmore thanonce CPdzY.ly neglln

Pr D accepts REAin Hw accepts negn

AdupRRF DD IPRCAin LWaccepts Pr Ain HWaccepts tnegl.cm
Now design D with mo replaced m

Adu Di Pr Ain RWaccepts Pr AinHWaccepts negel I
Aditya A IKEA in LWaccepts Pr A in RWaccepts I

E Adu'ERFDo Advent neglin neglin



What aboutarbitrary lengths
IDEA invoke Fri 7 on many different inputs toget a longerpad
Engelm40,15 choose random r so I

freak up m mo11millMall 11Mt
where each 1miI n

I lexcept maybe 1Mttent
output C rHmo FukHm Felt11711 11Mt Fur177in

r r rel r t
truncateto1mi

I t t
Eh Eh Eh
y y f truncate ifnecessary

mo m m
v t t t

C r co C Ct

Beck c rAmonHmt compute FFk r HFkIr11711 4ThHtt
XOR c CoH C H 11Ct withP

THM this counter mode CTR is CPA seance if F is a PRF
PROOF idea we never or neglin rarely invoke the on the

same input twice C
02 11 2019

Continued In a single call to Erick there cannot he
repeation becausethe message is onlypolyin blocks

across differentcalls to Enck because IV is remakefor
eachcall we have a 7 neglin probof a repeated
Fk input ebybirthdayparadox

because F is PRF all outputsofFe we we look like
a random independent pad

This is efficiently a fresh OTP foreachcrypton msg



Thesistoday ForCPA security CTR is all youneed it's
simple just generated stream offline l FelNti

and XORwith messages
Parallel we can Enc Decany chunkofmlc is parallel

with others

can also decrypt any
chunkofc without doingthe rest

paddingfree noneedto lengthenCpadout I m to bemultiple
offlock length

DIE A lengthpreserving key function f k xso It 30,13

is called a flockcipke if each Fk is a bijection and
each Fi couldbe efficiently computed ifhe is known

DII F is a pseudorandom permutation PRP if Fk
looks like a random permutation i.e foreach efficient
PPTattacker A

Advperp t E Pr th accepts Pr t accepts71
is negligible

THM Any PRP is a PRF butnotthe opposite way
PROOF Idea A random permutation is almost a random function

except for negligible chances that it hastwoequal outputson
different inputs

Candidate PRPs DES not PRP smallkeyspace smallinputsize

AES128 192 ab v goodsofar
Notes of operation can use PRPs fordecryption but treat as PRES

for security
Z Electronic Codebook ECB mode

ErickC pad m tobe an exactmultipleof block length n



write me mi 11mill 11Mt where 1mikn
mi ma Mt
t t t
Et Et Et
b b b

C c c Cat

l t tDecal Eel Eet
t t t
mi Mz Mt

THM ECB is not CPA secure
lt's totally insecure

PROOF Erica is deterministic stateless

EX Cipher Block Chaining CBC made

Enck Melo 1H padding m to m millmall 11Mt where1mi n
Chrome random IV 10,15 then

I V m m
we cannottruncate
becausethis is

1 I I Feel www.yimutt lv v v

coff Cz Ct

co 3v
Ci Fk Cii mi

Deen C foC mi Fr Ci Ci
THM lf F is a PRP thenCBC is CPA seance
PROOF idea Across the CPAgame all tryouts are different toFh

Thus all outputs look like random indep strings

Caveats requiring padding message
Enc is sequential



Brittle an attacker stightly outside CPA attackmode

if attackercan chooselatermi flock based on
early Ci flocks secrecy can be lost

EX3 Output Feedback Mode OTB
Enck MC301 rn millMall 11Mt where 1mi n except 1Mtten

choose LU to I

IV

F F I
IV t

XOROmim.n.im
IT C Cz Ct

Deca 1dothe same thing as Encal
Ci mi F IV where Ff FroFroFro oFr

i times
Pro Padfree Cons aEnclDec is sequential

Precompute offline nonparalleligoble

THM it'sOPA sauce
021 1312019
TODAY Message Authentication Codes authenticity

Reading sections 4I 4.2 43.1
A menage authentication code MAC is i
Gen117 outputsa key k K
Tag1mi outputs thesome tag TET tagspaceI
VernImit either accepts legit or reject fishy

Correctness Vera m TagkCmll accepts always Vk Ek men



Whatshouldbeconsideredbysecurity
At least Eve cannotproduce a good t for a new m ofherchoice

afterseeingsomegoodCmt producedbyAlice
we don't hope to rule out neplay attack byMAC

DEI thechosen message attack CMA game of 7 against a MAC
works as follows In of
a key k Gen117 isqueried 1keptsecretfrom forger
I can get tags formessages ofits choice by querying an
oracle that implements Tagh I I
ofoutputs an attempted forgery m t

of win if Vern m t accepts

m is notqueried to TaghC7oracle its fresh

DEI A MAC is unforgable underCMA UF CMA if
U PPT forger 7 Adina F Pr of 9h wins is negligiblein n

heGentil

Simple Construction of a MAC for fiscal lengthmenages Cto13h
using a PRF F K x30,15k to1

GenHn choose k K at random

Tag me30,13k output t Fk m

Ver mcso13h t e30,13 accept if t FeelinI
reject otherwise

THI The MAC constructed above is UFCMA if F is a PRF
PROOF Let 7beany forger we need toshow Adu171 is negligible
we build a D that attacks F

lol I at
either F Fri or UH D



D passes the security parameter to 7
D outputs F's query mi to 0
and gives the feedback t i to 7
When 7 outputs a forge cm t I
D queries on in and gets fuk 01mi
D accepts if 01Mt t m isNEW

Adi D Pr ID in RWaccepts PrCDin IWaccepts
IAdumim it Int

t this is theprobabilitythat
DLor FI successfully guesses
an output of U
whichis equivtoguessing a random string

neglin XX
0211812019 Readings 4.3i 43.2 4.4

Senecio AlicesendsBob give Chris 20 authenticated with a tag
Replayattack works msg itselfshould have some

freshness mechanism

eg date time as partofmsgitself
eg remembers the msgsentreceived

Bob keeps a list of cnn.tlpairs Everytime hereceives
a msg pair he checks if that is in his list or not
CMA doesn't rule out coming upwith a new tagfor an

old menage
Home Chris could reply the oldmessagewith new tags
We call this a weak forgery

A defn rules out weak forgery is called strong unforgeability

Redefine forges to mean VernImt t accepts

mx.tl is not partofa queriedpair



THM lf Tag I 7 is deterministic Vern is canonical

then strong unforgeatle is equivalent to ordinary unforgeable

Mallory tries to fool Bob with a lot of msg 1mitil
observes whether Bob accepts 1rejects

lf the tag is unique then Mallory alreadyforges a tag
heurehedoesn'tneed a response from
Bof

lf NOT there's pathological MACs that helpMallory
Goal workfor arbitrary length messages
Candidate tug earh block independently

m millmall 11ms where 1mi L afterpadding

Ver is canonical

Insecure Reorder attack

tag with order attached
m mill Hms ti Fk milki
where Imit42 cis is fit encoding of i
hersecure Truncation attack query on mum gett.tt

outputs Misti

tag withmsg length index ofeachblock
m mH 11ms whee 1mi1 43
let ti Fk lmiHei 11cL where L Iml is totalflock

L cis is fit encoding
Insecure query m mHm t.tt

m Mihm's titti where Mimi
outputs m mHmi Mz mi

t t Ht
Mixed Match Attack or alternateAttack



Including a random message ID in each flock

Tagum m mill 11ms where limit 44
Choose random r to1 44

let ti Fu mill r Hci 11cL I whee L4mL
output Ct tell Hts r as a tag

TIM This 1 is CMA secure assuming F is PRF l is large
enough to avoid a birthdayattack

PROOF by exhaustion any possible forgerymustcontain a flock
FacmiHHHeistE thatwasnotpreviousqueried
which is impossible

In renallife we Isometrine use CBCMAC based on a

length preserving PRF

Tagh me30,1 l n to on ti FkCtii mi for i l z i l
mi Mz me
tr t t

IV to out b dEI j Elute as atag
output a tag te

EV Ol not random
Can't let IT vary
Thetag isjust te no more

0212012019
TODAY CBC MAC wrap up Authenticated Encryption

Readings 4.5 45.3
THIN if F is aPRF then CBCMAC is VF CMA secure for messages
of fiscal length s n for desired s is fired in advance

air tags verified messages must bethis length



Forvariable message length
Don't use CBC MAC
lfyou must use a prefix freeencoding to allowvariable length

messages

Encoding m in andallows recovery ofm fromin
prefixfree fr anydistinct m m Elo IH in isnot a

prefix ofTn
Ext ordinary string is notprefin free
EXI prepend a flock representing the msg length and fillzeros

to last flock
cg M 001 In 0011 0010

n G 3 m to

Claim 9 is prefix free

Often the sender receiver want foth confidentiality authenticity

ofmessages together Encryption gives coff but not auth
MAC gives auth butnot conf

ldea combine compose encryption with MAC toget both or neither
This time Dec either decryptscorrectly or outputs 1 1 bot

error
Loveetmers Deen IEnchim m in particular not t t k m

what security properties do we want
ciphertext shouldreveal nothing about m apart fromlength1
LPA security v1

Sttacker shouldn't beable to providevalid ciphertents on its own

Def An encryption scheme Tl Gen EricDec is unforgeable if UppTA

Adv A Pr AEnch forges negeln
heGenHn



where forges means output c st DeckI t I
c wasnot an answer to

any Encat query
Def TI Gen Eric Dec is a Authenticated Encuption AE scheme if

it satisfies CPA security
unforgeability

Seek a generic combination of an CPAsewn encryption Tl
and a UFCMA MAC

why generic lf one of thesystem happen tobe insecure
then its easy to replace that part
better understanding

Choose ke Gentil km Genk independently randomly
Combination L encryption and tag

Encke.hnm7 c Encq.lm7 t
Tagkmlmlioutputlc.tiDecne.hmkit

compute m Decrek check if t't Tagamlm
This is almost never secure because Tagis ansecure and it will

reveal some info of m
so it destroys CPA security

This is also forgeable under some circumstances

Combination's z tag then authenticate

Enckekmfm t Taghmlml output c Encke mitt
Decreekmlc compute m II t Deen Cc't andverifies Verlmit
This is not CPA secure as the length of t is notfined

so c reveals some info about length ofthemesome info about m
ie say flagiemimil Kagamimil
then Im mn is distinguishable as 14144

This is not unforgeable Homework



Combination 3 Encrypt then tag
Enchmhe m c EncIEtml then t TagEloi output cht
Decreean Iint't if Venneman c it accepts then output Decree d

0212512018

TODAI Wrap up AE Cryptographic Hash functions

Readings 5 52 54 I

THM encrypt then tag is a secure AE scheme if both schemes are
secure

Eritism extra nutlet fits from msgto ciphertext
uses generates twokeys he km needto beindependent
twopasses over the data one to encrypt

one to tag
twice thework couldbe bad if meg is big leg DVD

bn peacetime we prefer special AE mode operation that make
pass with one key

Cg Galois CounterMode GCM supplanted IAPM

Offset CodebookMode OCB

warming OCBvz not CPA nor authentic

etc

EryptographicHashFunctions
lobe want some deterministic H UNIVERSE HASHVALUES

that spread out data values roughly evenly over the
hash values

we really want few collisions two data values xtx
where 1417 1117



In crypto we ask for stronger BA there should beme collisions
among our data values even if
a malecious attacker chooses our
data based on whatthe hash
fume is A

Model a hash function is a deterministic function

H k x x Y where 1 1 141
T

hashkey Input Intput

ie the input is larger thantheoutput
Formally K X 4 candependon the security parameter

Also comes with a keygemalg GenHn chooses a key hek

Typically 4 10,15 ppl n
notnecessarily uniform

X 10.15 1 1 0

When X is offired length strings then H is a compressing
family

bypigeonhole principal theremust be collisions
Moreover roughly approximate 19 elements mapto the

same image lie 2 if 1412 11 2

Def A hash family Gen H is collision resistant

if any PPI t given thekeyof the hashfunction
AdriftA E Pr AH outputs collisions neglin

beGentle

AAcritical the attacker t getsthekey as explicit input At
her typical scenarios all partiesknow the hash key

ft's chooserby some trusted party usedbytheworld
SHA I i 3 all havethis in1

we have to allowthis party not to embed backdoor thatwould



allow generating collisions

We often say Hr itself is CR even if thekey k is fined
A weaker motion

Def A hash function Gen H1 is 2ndpreimage resistant 12PRI
or twist collision resistant TCR

if U PPTA Ady.IM A Pr Alk x outputs x x sit
KGenk 11171414 negllnxc X

THI CR 2PR Proofleft as an exercise

Yemeni attacks on CR 12P.R Say H Kxx Y loHt
Pigeonhole attack on CR
Given a hash keyk choose 242different inputs xi EX
WORK D hash evaluations

Birthday attacks on CR
Given hash key k choose 8 2 random cliffinputs xiEX
Lookfortwo that collide under Hk
Prtcollision happens IIe

suppose l 128 MDs 264work feasible

e Ibo SHAD 2bwork edgeof feasible

Take l usb to resist birthday attack ie SHA2 3

Attack on 2P.R
given hash key k and a target x
Choose many random XieX
PilHuai Hulu fi Te

Need to tryroughly 21 Xi's toget a collision
So for 2 PR l 128 is fine



These are generic i work against any hash functions
Specific hash functionsmay admit better attacks

Candidate H 10,1530,4 10,1
the X XHK k X Xr

Then HkIXHW HkHallXi Neither CR nor 2RR

say Fi 10,2510,11 30,15 is a PRF
let H F

Alk for particular F it couldbethat FHM Falk111
always th

this doesn't conflictwith PRners

A PRF is NOTnecessarily a Hash fun

0212712019
TODAY Application ofHash Functions

Readings See 5.2 5.3

Record Def Gen H when H K X Y is a hash family
if 1 1 HI compression

and is collision resistant if it PPTA
Advt A Eftp.enjflk accepts distinct xxx

si HalilHalil
negl n

Length Extension of Hash Functions
Suppose have compression functions h K 30,13 30,13

finedlengthinput
Convert this into a full hash function H KHo IF 10,11

Use the Merkle Damgind transform
Gene stays the same



Hk x c to 1 2 let D Intl where L 1 1 2

pad x with Os tomake its length a
multiple of n
write X X HXaH 11XB where IXil n

B XB CL csoIgnu

T
the outputofsymbolically

2o On HnX

Zi Hk Zi i 11Xi Kie Btl
where XB EL

output 2Btl

THI if Gen h is C R then GenH1 is C R

Proof i by reduction let A beanypptattackeragainst CR
of Gen H we build A against c R

of Gen h

A1kt run Alki to get x xGenHY

µx x J s.t maybe Hula HrIx't
lf Hux Hux A use method belowAlv.s.tn

to find w w st halal halal And A succeeds riff
t succeeds so they have the same advantage

A looks at the hash computation ofHaki andHulk
say B Intl B HIT where HI E Ix't

on



on n

if 1 111 4 then hklZBlkL hklzrik.CL

but 2BRL t ZB Il all
Vtherwise Look at EB 2B t done

look at ZniHXB ZaiHH's i done

look at ZBzHXB.ieZrszHXBy keepgoing

tf all happens then x x which is notpossible
Then there must be a collision of ten

Applicationofhashfunctions a lot focus on integrality

authenticity applications

quffahtakh Ii EteliteEamesqzq Bot checks that itthie
Hula hbigfile x sent in

a fastunreliablechannel and accepts if so

Note No secret hugsinvolved

arbitrary message1inputlength forMACIPRF
Suppone we have PRF F kx10,13 so131

c r hash H X 30,15
Define F k x X loIH

Fk 1 7 FkLHHH
THI if F is a PRF His a c r hash then F is a PRF

also works for MACs hash msgbeforetagging preserves
unforgeability of theMAC



Pref by reduction sayA is a PPTattackeragainst F in aPRFgame
build A to attack F in a PRFgame
Real D Fk then t simulates the

HIM real world to t

F f legal O U then it simulates theAlv.s.pt g
function UIHlx.tl is asgoodas
a random function

because exceptthenegligible probability that
Hui HHj for XitXj we can always
assume HHiHHHjl the output is uniform
and dependent uniform tenndom

The rest is formal

Use a hash functionalone as a MAC
Freshman Construction Tagum Hlkhm
IDEA the preserve ofthe key k in input makes output unpredictable
This is completely forgeable if It follows Merkle Damgaid construction
Use a length extension attack queryon Xi get t H1kW1

which is Hal Hh XiHh lk110 t
Now output m _xNXr with tag h lca H htt 11421

Goodway toget MACfrom hash function
HMAC Tagum HfktoopadtH HKk ipad1hm

InfTtm lf H has suitable PRness the freshman construction
is a secure MAC for final length msgs
then HMAC is unforgeable for alritrary lengthmegs

03 11 2019
TODAY Exam Reisen

Many Categories



Modeling encryption Shannon secrecy

Pseudorandomness PRGs PRFsPRPs

Comply secure encryption EAV CPA security

Message Authentication MACS authenticated encryptionCAH
Hash functions their properties applications

breach category
definitions of security properties usually in termsof attackgame
Constructions of various objects using underlying components

often reduction

other times direct attack

0311812019

TODAI Publickey Gpyto Number Theory
Readings See 10.1 to 3 8 I 81.3
So far we've assumed A B have a secret randomkey thedo I
REALISTIC Maybe if they can meetin private Sure

NI lf they'venever met live forapart
Google Apple Amazon

NOI a separate secretkeyforeverypair of
communicating entities is unwieldy

Key Distrib Center can mitigate NO 2 fu closed systems where
we can trust the KDC completely

Central point offailure knows all keys

Early mid 1970s do sender receiver really need to have a
shared secret key

Basic model for asymmetric or publickey crypto



pkAp public network 1directory

f 9T
Alice Bob Charlie

pka ska Gen pkB.skB Gen pkc skc Gen
I

related but
unequal

When eg Bob wants tosend an encrypted message to Alice
he uses pKa public to encrypt ydelding message c

this uses secret key ska to decrypt c
Others lacking ska can't learn about message

1976 Diffeeand Hellman posed this goaland achieved partof it
1977 Rivest Shamir Adleman filled in a majorotherpiece

many other public keysystems

All successful ones has been built on Numhertheory
Iopies Modular Arithmetic Groups efficient algorithms

Chinese Remaindeler Theorem

Divisibility 2x IN Z
a beZ if alb then a divides b
DEF prime number

THI i Z is UFD
Good algorithm for divison longdivison
THI Ia b lgcdla.br in Z
Euclidean alognithm



0312512019
READINGS Section 11 I 112.2 II4.1

TODAY rub key encryption

Model of asymmetric pubkey1 encryption IT Gm EneDec

Gen117 i outputs apublicturret key pair pkski
Enc pk m cM given a public key encryption key pk

msg men outputs a ciphertent c

DecIsh ee e given a secret decryption key sk
ciphertext c outputs a message m EM

1oz 11
Correctness for all Cpk sk Gen In andany cc Enc.fm

tmp
Decski c m

pk µoadph

Alice Bob

encrypts decrypts

c EncphlHiBob m Decphle
n
HiBob

Public key is intendedto be public
WHAT'S IMPORTANT is the sender known the actual key of

the intended receiver
Public keysmust be authentic but not secret
a pure attacker can't prevent sender fromgettingpk
an active attacker could replace legit pkwith its ownpk



For now assume sender possesses the legit ph
Record ln symon settings we had EAV CPA security

Define a left ar right gamelorade for pubkey
The attacker is given the public key

CPAAttackgame of A against Tl
lpk.sk c Gen117 snide

El nm I
e A

DEI a public key encryption IT lGenEric Dec is CPAsecure
if I ppT A
Adv.fi A I Pr Alph inleftworldaccepts PrerightIt

is negligible

A generic attack 1 pk queries on lmo.ms motms

gets back c

Do co Encphlmo check co c if yes accepts
me rejects

This attackhas perfectadvantage IF Encph is deterministic

THI no scheme with deterministic EncphlI can be CPAsecure
THI CPA security is an equivalent notion whether we allow

a single LR query or

any potyin number determined by Al
Petrides polyint single is trivial

Now onequery many query
Consider a PPT adversary A who is allowedto makeqin polyin



queries
INSIGHT attacker can createencryption ofits own usingpk

LEFTwhen A queries lmo.mn it getsback c Engen mo always
a

HYBO

HYBI first query is answered by c Encpklms.li
subsequent queries c Zncpkmo

HY132 fist second query is answered by cc Zncpnlms.li
subsequent queries e Encphlmo

i

HYBEK

RIGHTwhen A queries mums it gets back Encpk1ms always

Adjacent hybrids HYBLi il and HYBlil differ only in the ithquery
So we can design a reduction Silph built on oneevery CPA

Si aims to simulate HYBIiD E HYB lil1 based on its LEFT1RIGHTworld
whenA makes itsjthquery
µ return Encpa mi if Ici
return LRpn.blmi.mil if j i
neutron Encpalmio if j i

Finally Adv CA E e Adu si ginsneglini neglin

Cod MOG we can encrypt hang messages in Cto 1
fit by fit under a bit encryption scheme where A to13

of fit encryption is CPAsecure then so is this fit bybit
encryptions

0312712019
TODAY Et Gamal RSA Encryption

Readings 11.41 82.1 82.34 11.5I



TheDiffieHellman protocol has all we need
sixyears later El Gamalseeshowto rearrange DH togetPKE

DH protocol hone cyclicgroup G knoworder q generatorof
Alice BobA

Choose random Choose random

a Zg beZg

WANI the key K should be random booking to an attacker
who sees g A B

e Arrange DH protocol to get El Gamal's PKE
Gen Choose random a CEq output CpkA ga Sk a Alice

EncCpkA NEGI Choon random bcZg outputciphertext
B gbeG M Ab

Dec sk a 43 C Output 434
Correctness Ba t Ab M gab gab m m

Can we compute K Compute Kb K

b ElGamal secure Intuitively if k is random then
G KM is indep of M

DDH Decisional DiffieHellman assumption m G f g7
Thetuple g A ga B gb k gab is indistinguishablefrom

A

dogga gb g for some random c Eq
B DH tuple Ad random tuple

THI tf DDH holds forgroup G 9,87 then EL Gamal on G
is CPA scene

PROOF byreduction Let A beany feasible CPA attacker



v s El Gamal
We U build a DDHdistinguishes around A

gABC lf D's inputwas a DHtupleA
Ag moMea Cie K g C

e

gborgab A
then D perfectly sin's LEFFCPA

robotk wouldfo A
D vsPDH tf D's input was a randomtuple

D sinsHYBworld where c'text
is uniform random

Mahe D use M to connect HYB
to RIGHT

AdulP A e AdubDHD AdPDHD
negl

Another Rivest Shamir Adelman 77 uses verydifferentmethod
toget PKE

pubkey authentication naw

Math backgrounds let N p8
Then Ent I acEn gutta N7 1

2019 04 01
Claim A lotofPRG's areinsecure
G 30,13 30,15 a PRG is never

Gts Gots GIs

9cut at least one of Gold G1st is far fromuniform
possible Gols is zn

zapossible seeds

GiGoGies 11 becomes really small nearlypokyini

s of D fail loops April fools



We suppose that I e c E sit godie 91N L
ExtendedEuclid gives us A e Bhelm L A e I mod41N

Such a choice of me d gives us RSA function and its inverse
DEFILEM for N PG distinct primes P g and E E Zein

with d et mod41Mt
The RSA function RSAme EE Eni is a bijection

X Xe
RSA is a trapdoor function given wie itseasy to calculate xi xe

given trapdoor d it's easy to calculate itsinverse

Without trapdoor hope that its hard to calculate its inverse

The RSA keygenerationprocedure
Gen RSAHr Choose random ind primes P G length depending on

n It'spossible

Define N 78 also compute 91N pDIG i

Choose es I st god eYIN L

gets d e for free

Input ph N e sk INd
How to choose e

e 3 require 3 10I 348 I

e z 11 it's prime and efficientfor repeated squaring
choose randomly form Zyµ

DEI the RSA hardness assumption is ht PMA
AduRSAA Pr AH pkY outputs x RSApity neglin

ipk.sk Gentil
y Zit



ln words given a RSApubkey Nie a wife random YEZin
it is infeasible to compute the lunique preimage x RSAI.IM

How plausible is this RSA assumption
RSA e Factoring big N

Finding 41N given N Factoring N
because knowing H l G l N f f if

knowing Ptt we alsoknow 108 done

Finding d given INe Factoring N

Know d e L mod 41N de I K IN
Herne

with work can find 138 from this
Computing yd ye giner INe y Factoring N

don't know

The bestknowattack on RSA is to factor N

Textbook RSA PKE
Gen117 generate Pk me skENd

Enc pk4Nes mEZn output c RSAme m

Dec she Nid c C If output RSAN.dk

Intuition security by RSA assumption hardto find mgivencpk.ci
Conclusion Textbook RSA is not CPA secure

Other RSA encryption
GenHn as before

Enc PkINe me to.LY choose random r Ej
output c y RSAmech Harl m



Dec sk Nid CE loLY compute r RSAmath
and output HH c

CPA security If we model H as a random oracle

then this is CPAsecure underRSAassumption
04 03 2019
TODAY Digital Signature RandomOracles

Readings Section 12 12.4

Encryption provides confidentiality not authenticity
EI Info on ID is correct as attested to bygovernment

Someone's last will
finicial contract agreed to by parties
Campus wide email from president clean

None of these work with symmetric MAC need asymmetry
Digital Signature

Model for digital signature scheme
Tl Gen Sign Ver

Gen117 outputs a verification key vk public
a signing key sk private

signskim given sign key sk msg m output signature r

VerLuhm o given vk msg m purported signature r accepting
This allows public to verify signatures not just those

who know a secret
Correctness ht sheuh Gen In UmCµ

Veer vk.m.signlsk.ms accepts always
Ver can'twork like Sign because doesn't know ok



Security for a MAC wanted to beinfeasible to forge a

tag for any m that wasn't already tagged even after seen
several tags for messages they choose

DEI A scheme IT lGen Sign Ver is VF CMA

if 0 pp1 of
Adu tf Pr17

sign
uh forges negl n

vk.sk

where forges means output ant H et Verlpk.mx oh l
m isnotqueriedSOE CMA s m40 7 is notqueried before

Textbook RSA signature
GenHh N e d GenRSA Ln

Sign sk Nid me ZF output or RSAµd m mdmod N

VerCpk IN e m r check m 7 RSAn eW MemodN

This is no message attack forgeable
output l m He M then it verifies

Objection m is not a meaningful msg F doesn't control it
Answer who says whats meaningful The application

meaningful forgies query m a

query m 2 r

output 2m No

IDEA remove 7 s ability to control values going into RSA'm
Assume i crazy hash function H Zte

msgs RSAdomains

treat as a trulyrandomfunction that's pubtically
computable



Hash andsign RSA signatures

GenHh N e d GenRSA Ln

Sign sk INd me ZF output or RSAµ ofHtml
Ver pk IN e m F check Him RSAn eW MemodN

THI if we model H as a random oracle RSA assumption
holds then hash and sign RSA signs are SUFCMA

Q How do you know pk belongs to Alice NotfromEve

At make thee give it directly
AI Certifications Authorities CAS putkey infrastructure

ICAlvkc.sk
certification

Na ignskcm
A ul ID

whee m plea CAlice

yIBIH talia
Bob runs I
Veruh pkneAlice TA pka ra

Then Bobneeds to know the
kc

But we reduced ofchecking many pk's to getting one validuke

04 08 2019
TODAY Identification Protocols Discrete Log Based Signatures

Read 12.5
Recall RSA hashandsign to sign in hash it toHcmlEZE

apply r RSAFe Html
using secret trapdoor I



lf H is a random oracle then this is UF if
RSA hardnees assumption holds

RealWorld no H buttered instantine H with a real
crypto hash frontier then hope that
iti seance

Could we get signs from discrete logIDH style problem
These don't appear to7 have trapdoors no trapdoor info

make BLOG easy
TODAY Constant ID schemes from BLOG

Constant ID to signature scheme losing random
oracleI

Read HUGE group G of known prime order of
with knowngenerator g

Schnorr ID scheme A prover P has a secret key aEg
and a publickey Y g EG

Goal allow Pto convince a verifier that it knows
the secret key x loggy

sk
Phil vilely

choose k zq 6
rcZoo choose r Zooe

Compute sk irxmodqs.cz zheekgs gk.fgx1r c.yr
Claim if f't answers more than one possible chankeges then

P knows x

Elaine Schnow protocol is eavesdropper zero knowledge
an eavesdropper watching all the messages P U



learns nothing about x logglyl nor aboutanything it
didn't know

Twoways that Schnorr ID scheme differs from a signature scheme

no message m involved
interaction b w P V signature scheme has

noninteractie signalg
Address both with a random oracle Hilo.LY Zq
KEY IDEA collapse the V's challenge

by letting r Hlfistmy c
Now PH does on its own pick k Zq let c gkEG

let chantlenge r Hk
output s k rx mod of

Collapsed signature scheme

Gene choose sk x Zq let vk y g EG
Sign sh X melo13 1 choose k Zq let c gkEG

let r Hlm.cl
let c k i r A modof
output Ris signature

Ver VkY MEto 1 o Crs compute cgsg CG
check if Him.cl

rTHMThe Schou Fiat Shamir Collapsed is UF CMA if
BLOG is hard for G H is a random oracle

0412212019
Potpourri 1Topics Future

Password Authenticated key exchange RAKE
Passwords used everywhere Ieurything


